1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Directional cell migration plays an essential role in embryonic development \[[@B1]\], tissue regeneration \[[@B2]\], development and remodeling of the nervous system \[[@B3]\], wound healing in multicellular organisms \[[@B4], [@B5]\], and biomedical applications such as tissue formation \[[@B6]\]. During these processes, cells generate, maintain, and change front-back polarity by integrating chemical and mechanical stimuli from the extracellular environment \[[@B7], [@B8]\].

The mechanism of polarity control of migrating cells has been studied extensively in chemotactic neutrophils and*Dictyostelium* amoeba in response to and movement along a gradient of chemoattractant \[[@B9], [@B10]\]. Polarized chemotactic cell migration is associated with the formation of polarized networks of actin filaments and microtubules together with the asymmetric distribution of signaling molecules including PI3Ks, PTEN, and Rho GTPases \[[@B10], [@B11]\]. It is also reported that local temperature gradients induce neurite outgrowth due to the enhanced microtubule and actin dynamics \[[@B12]\]. Intensive studies show that mechanical stimuli, such as stiffness \[[@B13]--[@B15]\] and topography \[[@B16], [@B17]\] of the extracellular matrix, and chemical and thermal stimuli are critical factors controlling the polarity of migrating cells. Mechanically responding cells modulate the delicate force balance between contractility of the actin cytoskeleton and exogenous mechanical forces transmitted across the focal adhesions (FAs) \[[@B6]\] and change their migratory direction \[[@B15], [@B18], [@B19]\]. Thus, self-organization of the actin cytoskeletal system involving FAs is a key factor to understand the polarity control of migrating cells in relation to mechanical stimuli in the extracellular environment.

The details on polarity maintenance through self-assembling actin cytoskeletal structure coupling with the dynamics of FAs, which are known to be regulated by Rho family GTPases \[[@B20], [@B21]\], have been studied extensively in relation to the key steps: protrusion at the leading edge, adhesion to the extracellular matrix via FAs, and detachment and retraction at the cell rear. Protrusion at the leading edge is driven by actin polymerization to form a lamellipodium, which is a dynamic dendritic network with actin binding proteins such as Arp2/3 for nucleation and branching of actin filaments \[[@B22], [@B23]\], capping proteins for terminating actin polymerization \[[@B24]\] and ADF/cofilin for severing actin filaments \[[@B25]\]. Some actin filaments in the lamellipodium are depolymerized and recycled again for polymerization to actin filaments. Others including filopodia, which are rod-like projections that extend from the lamellipodium and are composed of bundles of actin filaments, are delivered to the lamella by the actin retrograde flow to assemble a contractile network for traction, consisting of bundled filaments, myosin II, and FAs \[[@B26]--[@B29]\]. The contractile forces generated in the actomyosin network are required for retrograde flow to assemble the contractile network, as well as cell body translocation and disassembling FAs at the cell rear \[[@B30], [@B31]\].

Self-assembly of actin cytoskeleton for polarity generation has been reported in physically pushed lamellipodial fragments, in which the physical stimulus leads to local compression of the bundled actin filaments with myosin II, resulting in a positive feedback loop that initiates polarization and persistent migration \[[@B32]\]. Furthermore, this polarity generation was shown to be dependent on Rho kinase-mediated reorganization of the actomyosin network based on the detailed analysis of the spatiotemporal reorganization of the F-actin network \[[@B33]\].

Clarification of the mechanism of polarity change is the next challenge to understand the control of migrating cells in response to mechanical stimuli since extensive studies have demonstrated the self-assembling actin cytoskeletal structure and dynamics of FAs for polarity generation and maintenance. Our aim here was to demonstrate the mechanism regulating the change in polarity that leads to cell turning by focusing on the dynamics of FAs and bundled actin filaments called stress fibers (SFs) \[[@B34]\]. We combined precise observations of FAs and SFs with quantitative analyses of FA assembly-disassembly in relation to spatiotemporal changes in SFs. These observations and analyses demonstrated the spatiotemporal coordination of intracellular cytoskeletal reorganization due to an actin self-assembly mechanism and dynamics of FA formation.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Cell Culture, Transfection, and Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts (Riken Cell Bank, Tsukuba, Japan) were cultured in 5% CO~2~ at 37°C in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (Low-glucose DMEM; GIBCO, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Nacalai Tesque, Japan) and penicillin/streptomycin (50 units/mL and 50 *μ*g/mL, resp.) (GIBCO). For long-term observations of cell migration, the cells were plated on 35 mm glass-bottom dishes (Matsunami, Japan). For observation of actin SFs and FAs during cell migration, the cells were cotransfected with pAcGFP1-actin (Clontech, USA) and pTagRFP-zyxin (Evrogen, Russia) using FuGENE HD transfection reagents (Promega, USA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The cells were then seeded on silicone gel substrates. Both glass-bottom dishes and silicone gel substrates were precoated with 50 *μ*g/mL fibronectin (BD Biosciences, USA) for 30 minutes at room temperature. After plating, the cells were incubated for at least 3 h in a 5% CO~2~ incubator at 37°C, allowing the cells to adhere to and spread over the substrate.

2.2. Silicone Gel Substrates {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

A thin silicone gel substrate embedded with fluorescent microspheres was prepared, as described in detail elsewhere \[[@B35]\] with some modifications. Briefly, a pair of liquid silicones (CY52-276A and B; Dow Corning Toray, Japan) were mixed at a weight ratio of 6 : 5 and degassed. The mixture was spread on a 22 × 22 mm coverslip (Matsunami) using a spin coater (LH-D7; MIKASA, Japan). The thickness of the silicone layer was less than 50 *μ*m. A 35 mm plastic dish with a hole (14 mm in diameter) at the bottom (Matsunami) was assembled with the silicone-coated coverslip by curing the silicone at 70°C for 30 minutes. Assembled silicone substrate-bottom dishes were kept in a hermetically sealed case with a 100 *μ*L aliquot of liquid silane (3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane; Sigma-Aldrich Japan, Japan) for 1 h to attach the silane to the surface of the silicone substrate by vapor deposition. A 250 *μ*L aliquot of a solution containing dark red fluorescent microspheres (0.2 *μ*m in diameter, with peak excitation and emission wavelengths of 660 and 680 nm, resp., F-8807; Invitrogen, USA) diluted 400 times with distilled water was added to the solidified silicone. After approximately 10 minutes, the substrate was washed with distilled water. Young\'s modulus of the silicone substrate was typically 1.0 kPa \[[@B35]\].

2.3. Live Cell Imaging and Image Processing for Long-Term Observation of Cell Migration {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Long-term observations of Swiss 3T3 fibroblast migration were performed at 37°C 5% CO~2~ by phase contrast microscopy using an inverted microscope (ECLIPSE Ti-E; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with the Perfect Focus System, a digital camera (Retiga-4000R CCD camera; QImaging, Canada), and a Plan Fluor 10x objective (NA 0.30; Nikon). Phase contrast images were captured every 10 minutes for up to 24 h controlled with NIS-Elements AR software (Nikon). The images were 1024 × 1024 pixels with a resolution of 1.48 *μ*m/pixel. On the basis of the phase contrast images, cell edges were determined manually.

2.4. Live Cell Imaging and Image Processing for Observation of Actin and Zyxin {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts expressing pAcGFP1-actin and pTagRFP-zyxin plated on the silicone substrate embedded with fluorescent dark red microspheres ([Figure 1(a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were observed at 37°C 5% CO~2~ using laser scanning confocal microscopy (A1R; Nikon) with a Plan Apo 60x oil immersion objective (NA 1.40; Nikon). Fluorescent images together with differential interference contrast (DIC) images were acquired every 3 minutes for up to 60 minutes. Here, the duration was limited to be 60 minutes that was shorter than the duration of images with phase contrast microscopy, which was due to the color shading especially in RFP-zyxin images. At each cycle of image capturing, *z*-stack fluorescent imaging was performed on 0.2 *μ*m sections for a total thickness of 2.0 *μ*m, the *z*-range of which included the top surface of the substrate and the bottom of the cell. Due to the difference in existing height positions among GFP-actin, RFP-zyxin, and dark red microspheres, a maximum intensity projection (MIP) image was configured from 5 series of slices from a total of 11 series of slices for each fluorescent image. One example is shown in [Figure 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: MIP images of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin were created from the 7th slice (*z* = 1.2 *μ*m) to the 11th slice (*z* = 2.0 *μ*m) from the bottom whereas the MIP images of fluorescent dark red microspheres were created from the 1st (*z* = 0 *μ*m) to the 5th slice (*z* = 0.8 *μ*m). From this imaging, we collected 3 sets of 512 × 512 pixels fluorescent images together with DIC images for a maximum of 21 cycles. Image resolution ranged from 0.14 to 0.21 *μ*m/pixel.

All image processing was performed using the configured MIP images, which were saved as 12 bit gray scale images ([Figure 1(c)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left). The gray scale GFP-actin images were binarized using Otsu\'s method \[[@B36]\] and subsequently eroded, opened, and dilated ([Figure 1(c)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle). Cell edges were found using the outline detection algorithm with the "bwperim" function in MATLAB. The obtained cell outline and area centroid are shown in [Figure 1(c)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (right). The area centroid $\overset{\rightarrow}{C} = (C_{x},C_{y})$ was calculated from the binarized image by $\overset{\rightarrow}{C} = {\sum_{i}m_{i}}{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{i}/M$, where ${\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{i} = (r_{xi},r_{yi})$ and *m* ~*i*~ are the coordinates and pixel value of each pixel, respectively. *m* ~*i*~ should be 1 (white) or 0 (black) for binarized images, and *M* is determined to be ∑~*i*~ *m* ~*i*~.

In each sequential MIP image of RFP-zyxin, an FA can be classified either to be born, to continue into the next time step, or to die. Firstly, individual FAs were identified manually from the gray scale RFP-zyxin images, and the duration of each FA was obtained from the time the FA was born to the time it died. Secondly, in order to calculate the area and area centroid for each FA, gray scale RFP-zyxin images were cropped locally around each FA and they were binarized using Otsu\'s method \[[@B36]\] ([Figure 1(d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left). We determined individual FA areas as the number of pixels in the locally binarized image for each FA. In addition, an area centroid for each FA was also calculated using the same equation as for the whole cell, mentioned above. Finally, relocation distance was obtained from the distance between the area centroid of an FA to be born and that of the same FA to die ([Figure 1(d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right).

2.5. Classification of SFs {#sec2.5}
--------------------------

We defined ventral SFs to be those SFs connecting to FAs at both ends and dorsal SFs to be those connecting to only one end, with an FA close to the leading edge and the other end free or connecting to arc SFs. Strictly, ventral SFs commonly extend from an FA near the cell edge to another FA. Arc SFs, which are not anchored at FAs, can be observed on the dorsal surface of migrating cells. Lastly, dorsal SFs associate at an end with an FA close to the leading edge and rise into the dorsal part of the cell, often connecting to arc SFs \[[@B34]\]. In our analysis, whether SFs were ventral or dorsal was determined based on the MIP images according to the number of connection between the SFs and FAs.

2.6. Displacement Field Analysis Using Image-Based Template Matching {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to measure the displacement field of the silicone substrate between images in time, sequential MIP images of the fluorescent dark red microspheres embedded in the silicone substrate were analyzed by template matching \[[@B37]\], which we implemented in MATLAB. In order to estimate the displacement field of the substrate between time phase *t* and *t* + *dt*, we calculated the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) function. The NCC function was calculated for each pixel in sample image *I* with size *M* × *N* at time *t* + *dt* according to the template *T* with size *U* × *V* at time *t*:$$\begin{matrix}
{\text{NCC}\left( { x,y} \right)} \\
{= \frac{\sum_{u,v}{\left( {I\left( {x + u,y + v} \right) - \overset{-}{I}} \right)\left( {T\left( {u,v} \right) - \overset{-}{T}} \right)}}{\sqrt{{\sum_{u,v}{\sum_{u,v}\left( {I\left( {x + u,y + v} \right) - \overset{-}{I}} \right)}}^{2} \times \left( {T\left( {u,v} \right) - \overset{-}{T}} \right)^{2}}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$where *x* = 0, 1, 2,..., *M* − 1, *y* = 0, 1, 2,..., *N* − 1, *u* = 0, 1, 2,..., *U* − 1 and *v* = 0, 1, 2,..., *V* − 1. $\overset{-}{T}$ represents the mean of *T* and $\overset{-}{I}$ is the mean of *I*.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Cell Turning during Long-Term Migration {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------

Long-term observations of Swiss 3T3 fibroblast migration were performed on a glass substrate by phase contrast microscopy. A total of 19 cells were observed: 2 cells showed directed migration; 7 cells lost their polarity and remained at the same position; and 10 cells showed more than 90° turning with large deformation during slow migration. Four of these 10 cells in particular showed unusual turning behavior, a representative example of which is shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As seen in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the cell turned with the collapse of the initial leading edge, followed by the formation of new lamellipodia, orthogonal to the original direction of migration.

To focus on intracellular self-assembling actin cytoskeletal structure coupling with the dynamics of FAs in turning cells, we acquired time-lapse fluorescent images of migrating Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts expressing GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin with laser confocal microscopy and DIC microscopy. As shown in [Figure 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, this setup enabled us to detect bundled filament-like actin SFs and spot-like FAs in cells establishing front-back polarity on the basis of direction of migration. [Figure 3(b)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} represents the direction of the protrusion and retraction by red and blue arrows, respectively. The cell protruded largely to the upper region (red arrow 1) and also had a small protrusive region to the upper left (red arrow 2). At the cell rear, the lower right (blue arrow 1) and lower left (blue arrow 2) regions retracted. Here, the direction of red arrow 1 was almost the same as that of blue arrows 1 and 2, whereas the direction of red arrow 2 was perpendicular to that of the blue arrows. This suggests that the cell was turning from the direction of red arrow 1 to the direction of red arrow 2.

3.2. Local FA Dynamics: Different Characteristics in the Front, Intermediate Lateral, and Rear Regions {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze FA dynamics, we first quantitatively characterized FA dynamics in a single cell. We extracted FAs from the cell shown in [Figure 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and then duration, maximum area, and relocation distance of each FA were obtained by image processing according to the method explained in [Figure 1(d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in Figures [4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [4(b)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [4(c)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, 21 FAs were extracted. On the basis of *k*-mean clustering \[[@B38]\], these 21 FAs were classified into 3 groups: one with a short duration, small maximum area, and short relocation distance (green circles); one with a long duration, large maximum area, and long relocation distance (red circles); and one with a long duration, large maximum area, and short relocation distance (blue circles). The spatial distribution of the 21 FAs shown in [Figure 4(d)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrated that the FAs indicated by the green circles were located at the front protrusive region, whereas the FAs indicated by the red circles were in the cell rear region where the cell retracted. The FAs indicated by the blue circles were rather scattered but were approximately in the lateral region between the cell front and rear. On the basis of these characteristics of the FAs, the migrating cell seemed to be divided into 3 regions: front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions.

To confirm statistically whether this division of the cell into 3 regions based on the characteristics of the FAs was typical, a total of 70 FAs extracted from 10 cells were again analyzed by *k*-mean clustering and the FAs were classified by the region they were located in. The results found that the FAs were indeed classified into 3 groups: green group mainly existing in the front region (region F), blue group mainly existing in the intermediate lateral region (region L), and red group mainly existing in the rear region (region R). The averages and standard deviations of the maximum area, duration, and relocation distance of the FAs in each region are shown in Figures [4(e)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [4(f)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [4(g)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. One-way analysis of variance demonstrated significant difference in maximum area between FAs in region F, region L, and region R in [Figure 4(e)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (*F* = 16.8; *n* = 70; df = 2; *p* \< 0.001). The same analyses were performed, and both the difference in duration between FAs in three regions in [Figure 4(f)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (*F* = 99.4; *n* = 70; df = 2; *p* \< 0.001) and the difference in relocation distance between FAs in three regions in [Figure 4(g)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (*F* = 101.8; *n* = 70; df = 2; *p* \< 0.001) were found to be significant.

These results demonstrated that the cell could be divided clearly into 3 regions: (1) front region, where FAs had a small maximum area, short duration, and short relocation distance; (2) intermediate lateral region between the cell front and cell rear, where FAs had a large maximum area, long duration, and short relocation distance; and (3) rear region, where FAs had a large maximum area, long duration, and long relocation distance.

3.3. Local FA Dynamics: Relationship between FA Relocation and Extracellular Matrix Deformation {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The substrate under the front region of the cell was displaced several micrometers, whereas the substrate under the rear region was displaced much less than that shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The displacement field of the silicone substrate under the other 9 cells also showed the same results.

According to [Figure 4(g)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the relocation distance of the FAs in the front region was several micrometers, whereas that in the rear region was approximately 10 *μ*m. When compared with the displacement of the substrate under the front and the rear regions, this indicates that the FAs in the front region were firmly linked to the substrate and moved together with it. The FAs in the rear region were less strongly linked to the substrate and instead slipped on it. These results are consistent with a previous report that motile fibroblasts have a front-towing mechanism, where the cells exert strong propulsive forces within a discrete zone near the leading edge, resulting in the cell body being towed forward during migration \[[@B39]\], with sliding trailing adhesion at the cell rear \[[@B30]\].

3.4. Local FA Dynamics: Quantitative Characterization of Growth and Decay in the Front, Intermediate Lateral, and Rear Regions {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For a more detailed understanding of the difference in the dynamics of the FAs in each region, time courses of the area of the FAs in the front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions were analyzed quantitatively ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In the front region of the cell, FA dynamics were classified further into 2 patterns. The first one was, as shown in [Figure 6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the area of the FAs which was approximately 1.0 *μ*m^2^ or less and their area fluctuated between small and big repeatedly, indicating that the FAs were unstable and not maturing. Their lifetime was less than 30 minutes, which was short compared to the FAs in the other regions. The second one is shown in [Figure 6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; the area of FAs was increased initially and then it decreased. This might correspond to the assembly and disassembly phases of FAs \[[@B40]\]. The lifetime of both patterns of FA dynamics (Figures [6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) was approximately 30 minutes.

In the intermediate lateral region, as shown in Figures [6(c)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the FAs showed 2 patterns of dynamics. The first typical pattern is shown in [Figure 6(c)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, in which the area increased over time. The other pattern is shown in [Figure 6(d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, in which the area of the FAs was almost constant for up to 60 minutes. The duration of the FAs in Figures [6(c)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} was more than 39 minutes, which was longer than that for the FAs in the front region (Figures [6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The change in area of the FAs in the rear region is shown in Figures [6(e)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(f)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The FAs in this region showed 2 patterns of the dynamics. In [Figure 6(e)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the area decreased over time. Conversely, as shown in [Figure 6(f)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the area of the other FAs remained almost constant for up to 60 minutes.

3.5. Local Dynamics of SFs Coupled with the FAs in the Front, Intermediate Lateral, and Rear Regions {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, the local dynamics of actin SFs and FAs in the front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions were investigated ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Time-lapse montages of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin were built for the front region (region F, boxed area B in [Figure 7(a)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), intermediate lateral region (region L, boxed area C), and rear region (region R, boxed area D).

In the front region, as shown in the montage of GFP-actin in [Figure 7(b)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the edge of the cell moved gradually in the upper direction, which indicated that the cell protruded. The montage of RFP-zyxin demonstrated that new FAs (orange, yellow, green, light blue, and blue arrowheads) were formed one after another at an anterior position to the preexisting FAs (red arrowheads), which is consistent with previous reports \[[@B41], [@B42]\]. As shown in the montage of RFP-zyxin in [Figure 7(b)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, some FAs (indicated by yellow and light blue arrowheads) showed a short duration, whereas some FAs (indicated by orange and blue arrowheads) existed for nearly 30 minutes. From the comparison of the montages of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin, both types of FAs formed simultaneously with SFs (thick bundled-like filaments) and disappeared simultaneously with the disappearance of the SFs.

The intermediate lateral region of the cell did not protrude ([Figure 7(c)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The montage of RFP-zyxin showed that a small FA appeared close to the cell edge and its area became gradually larger (yellow arrowheads). In this case, as for the case in [Figure 7(b)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, an SF was observed vertically from the position of the FA. However, as shown at 27 minutes in [Figure 7(c)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the vertical SF connected to the other SF that was aligned parallel to the leading edge (red arrowhead), which was a different behavior to the SFs in the front region in [Figure 7(b)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The same intersecting SF connection was observed again at 39 minutes in [Figure 7(c)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (red arrowhead) and in 8 of the 10 cells. This observation in [Figure 7(c)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} together with the image of SFs in the whole cell in [Figure 7(a)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} indicated that these connecting SFs were part of an arc SF that existed parallel to the leading edge. The interaction of vertical SFs with arc SF was consistent with a previous report \[[@B43]\].

The local SF and FA dynamics in the rear region are shown in [Figure 7(d)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The time-lapse montage of RFP-zyxin shows that a large FA existed initially and it relocated toward the upper direction, indicating that the FA in the rear region relocated toward the nucleus. The time-lapse montage of GFP-actin in [Figure 7(d)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that the relocating FA connected to a bundle-like SF with a contractile movement. This result is consistent with earlier studies that described sliding trailing adhesions with SFs \[[@B30], [@B44]\].

3.6. Globally Coordinated SF Dynamics Coupled with FAs {#sec3.6}
------------------------------------------------------

In [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, how SFs connect globally is shown together with the change in stability of FAs. At 30 minutes, there were 2 FAs in the intermediate lateral region, which are shown by white triangles A and B ([Figure 8(a)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Short SFs (red lines in [Figure 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) were assembled from both FAs toward the inside of the cell, which are dorsal SFs, and they seemed to connect to the other long SFs parallel to the leading edge, that is, arc SFs (yellow lines in [Figure 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). At this moment, the dorsal SF from the FA (indicated by B in [Figure 8(a)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) connected to 2 arc SFs. Then, at 39 minutes, both arc SFs parallel to the leading edge started to fuse into a single arc SF. At this time point, 2 dorsal SFs and the arc SF still seemed to be distinct; that is, there were 3 SFs between the FA-A and the FA-B. At 45 minutes, these 3 SFs became a single SF linked to the FAs, which is a ventral SF (green line in the intermediate region in [Figure 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). A similar change in alignment of SFs with FA in the front and intermediate regions of the cell could be also observed in 3 migrating cells.

From 30 minutes to 45 minutes, the area of FA-A was almost constant, indicating that the rate of FA assembly was balanced by FA disassembly. This will result in the apparent stability of the FA. The area of FA-B increased during the period, which indicated that FA-B matured gradually. The result indicated that there were FAs at the intermediate lateral regions of both sides of the cell that were connected by several dorsal SFs, and these SFs fused gradually with arc SFs and finally became a single ventral SF with maturing and apparently stable FAs at both ends (green line in the intermediate region in [Figure 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This SF assembly with FAs was also reported previously \[[@B43]\]. Conversely in the cell rear, from 30 minutes to 45 minutes, there were several thick and long SFs, which are ventral SFs (green lines in the rear region in [Figure 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), aligned close to the lateral side of the cell with FAs at both ends. A similar transition in the alignment of SFs with FAs in the intermediate region of the cell was observed in three other migrating cells.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we focused on the dynamics of FAs and SFs during the cycle of cell migration steps in Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts: leading edge protrusion at the cell front, contractile force generation against adhesions and release of rear adhesions, and retraction of the cell rear. Our precise observations and quantitative analyses of FA assembly-disassembly demonstrated that the cycle of cell migration steps consisted of 3 distinct FA dynamics, and FAs with different dynamics were distributed in different cell regions: front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions (Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, analysis of the spatiotemporal changes in SFs in relation to the assembly-disassembly of FAs clarified SF dynamics locally ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and globally ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) coupled with FA dynamics. On the basis of the results, [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the hypothesized mechanism of spontaneous polarity change that leads to cell turning behavior.

The first step of the migration cycle is protrusion of the cell front ([Figure 9(a)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Some FAs newly assembled at the cell front were unstable ([Figure 6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), while the others were assembled and disassembled quickly ([Figure 6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In the cell front, as illustrated by the red line in [Figure 9(a)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, dorsal SFs extended perpendicular to the leading edge from the newly formed FAs toward the inside of the cell and then disappeared simultaneously with disassembly of the FAs ([Figure 7(b)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, in the intermediate lateral region of the cell, some dorsal SFs connected or fused to long arc SFs parallel to the leading edge ([Figure 7(c)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), which is depicted by the yellow lines in [Figure 8(a)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. These SFs finally became a single ventral SF ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), which is depicted by the green line in the intermediate region of the cell in [Figure 9(b)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, with intermediate lateral FAs at both ends. In the cell rear, retraction occurred. Cell retraction might be due to the contraction of ventral SFs, which is depicted by the green lines in the cell rear in Figures [9(a)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [9(b)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, and [9(c)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, accompanied by translocation of the FAs at the end of those SFs ([Figure 7(d)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

After retraction in the cell rear, as shown in Figures [9(c)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, ventral SFs with FAs at both ends would align in the horizontal direction. Here in [Figure 9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, one of the SFs will come from the newly formed ventral SF with FAs at both ends in the intermediate region in [Figure 9(b)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} (green line) \[[@B28]\]. The other one could possibly be formed by the annealing of 2 or more ventral SFs \[[@B45]\] at the cell rear during the process shown in Figures [9(c)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} (dotted arrows). In [Figure 9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the possible protrusion site of the cell is assumed to be in the peripheral region (the red winding lines), along which there are no SFs. This assumption is supported by previous findings that localized tension transfer across integrins in FAs could locally activate Rac and Cdc42, which leads to the formation of lamellipodia \[[@B46]\], whereas mechanical stresses in FAs suppress lamellipodial protrusion through inhibition of Rac activation \[[@B47]\]. Therefore, the regions indicated by the red winding lines in [Figure 9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} could protrude with the formation of new FAs together with SFs. It should be noted that the direction of the new protrusion site is perpendicular to that in the initial state of the cell in [Figure 9(a)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, which leads the cell to spontaneous polarity change and resulting turning behavior.

Cytoskeletal rearrangements where ventral SFs are assembled from dorsal SFs and arc SFs have been reported from the molecular point of view \[[@B43]\] and recently reviewed \[[@B48], [@B49]\]. However, to our knowledge, the relationship between such cytoskeletal rearrangements and cell migration has not been reported. In the present study, we show that the SF assembly, coupled with growing and apparently stable FA dynamics, occurred at the end of dorsal SFs in the intermediate lateral region of the cell. From this observation, we proposed the model in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, showing that such globally coordinated SF dynamics with FAs would lead to cell turning behavior during migration. Continuous protrusion in the direction of the cell might be the simplest description for cell turning behavior, which could be explained by the well-known key steps for migration: protrusion at the leading edge, adhesion to the extracellular matrix via FAs, and subsequent detachment. Our model could provide further novel insights into the mechanism of polarity change driven by self-assembling actin cytoskeletal structures. In order to establish the mechanism of polarity change mentioned here, further observation would be needed to confirm the process after [Figure 9(d)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In this study, we proposed a hypothesis for cell turning focusing on the coupling dynamics of actin SFs and FAs in Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts. In the intermediate lateral region of the cell, we observed the FAs maturing and becoming stable. In addition, our analysis demonstrated that 2 dorsal SFs assembled from FAs close to the leading edge and then connected into arc SFs, fused gradually into a single ventral SF. This change in SF organization with cell retraction in the first cycle of migration followed by a newly formed protrusion in the next cycle will lead to cell turning during migration in Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts.
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![Schematics of image acquisition and processing. (a) Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts expressing GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin were plated on a silicone substrate in which fluorescent dark red microspheres were embedded. GFP, RFP, and dark red microspheres were excited by lasers at 488, 561, and 638 nm, respectively. (b) Examples of maximum intensity projection (MIP) images of GFP-actin, RFP-zyxin, and fluorescent dark red microspheres at time *t* = 0 minutes. In this case, the MIP images of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin were created from images \#7 (*z* = 1.2 *μ*m) to \#11 (*z* = 2.0 *μ*m), whereas the MIP image of fluorescent microspheres was created from the images \#1 (*z* = 0 *μ*m) to \#5 (*z* = 0.8 *μ*m). Scale bars: 20 *μ*m. (c) Image processing to identify the cell edge from an MIP image of GFP-actin. The position of the area centroid *C* is represented by a red asterisk. (d) Image processing for the identification of FAs from an MIP image of RFP-zyxin. Enlarged image around an FA cropped from the MIP image of RFP-zyxin is shown. The image is binarized locally, and the FA area with the area centroid *C* ~FA~ is shown in red with a black dot. Relocation of the FA is shown on the right. In this example, from 0 to 24 minutes, the position of the area centroid of the FA changed from *C* ~FA0~ to *C* ~FA2~.](BMRI2016-5749749.001){#fig1}

![A typical example of an image sequence of a Swiss 3T3 fibroblast exhibiting turning behavior. (a) Sequential phase contrast images of the cell every 40 minutes for up to 200 minutes. The cell turned with the collapse of the initial leading edge, followed by the formation of new lamellipodia, orthogonal to the original direction of migration. In this study, a total of 19 cells were observed and 10 cells showed more than 90° turning with large deformation during slow migration. Four of these 10 cells in particular showed such turning behavior. (b) Time sequence of the manually extracted outline of the cell in (a), with color denoting time elapsed. Scale bars: 20 *μ*m.](BMRI2016-5749749.002){#fig2}

![Protrusion and retraction during migration of a Swiss 3T3 fibroblast. (a) Time-lapse images of DIC, GFP-actin, and RFP-zyxin of cells expressing GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin at *t* = 0, 30, and 60 minutes. (b) Sequential images of outlines of the cell in (a) are depicted together with the centroid of the cell marked by dots every 6 minutes. The positions of protrusion and retraction are represented by red and blue arrows, respectively. Scale bars: 20 *μ*m.](BMRI2016-5749749.003){#fig3}

![Classification of FAs on the basis of *k*-mean clustering. (a) The relationship among duration, maximum area, and relocation distance of 21 FAs extracted from the cell in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Duration versus maximum area of the FAs and duration versus relocation distance of the FAs are also depicted in (b) and (c), respectively. On the basis of *k*-mean clustering, these FAs were classified into three groups: green, blue, and red circles. (d) Spatial distribution of these FAs at *t* = 0, 21, 39, and 60 minutes is shown. The FAs indicated by the green circles were located at the front protrusive region (region F), whereas the FAs indicated by the red circles were in the cell rear (region R). The FAs indicated by the blue circles were approximately in the lateral region between the cell front and the cell rear regions (region L). Scale bar: 20 *μ*m. (e, f, g) Average and standard deviations of the maximum area, duration, and relocation distance of FAs are shown in (e), (f), and (g), respectively. For statistical analysis, a total of 70 FAs were extracted from 10 cells. One-way analysis of variance demonstrated significant difference between FAs in region F, region L, and region R.](BMRI2016-5749749.004){#fig4}

![Displacement field of the substrate. Displacement vectors of the substrate analyzed by image-based template matching are shown by the cyan arrows. The length of the displacement vectors is enlarged from the original size and its scale is shown by the cyan scale bar (3 *μ*m). The positions of the FAs in the front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions are shown in green, blue, and red, respectively. Black scale bar: 20 *μ*m. The analysis here is based on the same data presented in Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}--[4(d)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.](BMRI2016-5749749.005){#fig5}

![Growth and decay of FAs in the front, intermediate lateral, and rear regions. Time courses of FA area in the front (a, b), intermediate lateral (c, d), and rear regions (e, f) are shown. Representative 24 FAs from 4 cells, including the cell in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (Cell 1) are used for the analysis. FAs were further classified into 2 patterns in each region. The FA number for Cell 1 corresponds to that shown in [Figure 4(d)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.](BMRI2016-5749749.006){#fig6}

![Dynamics of actin SFs together with FAs. The analysis here is based on the same data presented in Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}--[4(d)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. (a) Merged images of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin. (b) The time-lapse montages of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin were built from the boxed area B in panel (a) (region F). The cell edge extracted from the montage of GFP-actin is indicated by a dotted line in the montage of RFP-zyxin. The edge of the cell moved gradually in the upper direction, which indicated that the cell protruded. The montage of RFP-zyxin demonstrated that new FAs (orange, yellow, green, light blue, and blue arrowheads) were formed one after another at an anterior position to the preexisting FAs (red arrowheads). The FAs in the region F formed simultaneously with SFs (thick bundled-like filaments in the montage of GFP-actin) and disappeared simultaneously with the disappearance of the SFs. (c) Time-lapse montages were built from the boxed area C in panel (a) (region L). From the montage of GFP-actin, the cell did not protrude. Yellow arrowheads in the montage of RFP-zyxin showed that a small FA appeared close to the cell edge and its area became gradually larger. As for the case in (c), an SF was observed vertically from the position of the FA and intersecting SF connections were also observed (red arrowheads in the montage of GFP-actin). (d) Time-lapse montages were built from the boxed area D in panel (a) (region R). From the montages of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin, we could recognize the relocating FA connected to a bundle-like SF with a contractile movement.](BMRI2016-5749749.007){#fig7}

![Change in alignment of SFs together with the change in FA stability in the front and intermediate regions. (a) Merged images of GFP-actin and RFP-zyxin. The time after the start of observation is denoted in minutes. (b) SFs of interest extracted from (a). Each image in (b) corresponds to that in (a). (c) Temporal change in FA area indicated as "A" and "B" in (a). At 30 minutes, there were 2 FAs in the intermediate lateral region ("A" and "B" in (a)). Short dorsal SFs (red lines in (b)) were assembled from both FAs toward the inside of the cell and they seemed to connect to the other two long arc SFs (yellow lines in (b)). Then, at 39 minutes, both arc SFs started to fuse into a single arc SF. At this time point, 2 dorsal SFs and the arc SF still seemed to be distinct. At 45 minutes, these 3 SFs became a single SF linked to the FAs, which is ventral SF (green line in the intermediate region in (b)).](BMRI2016-5749749.008){#fig8}

![Hypothesized mechanism of spontaneous polarity change resulting in cell turning behavior. (a) Protrusion at the cell front. (b) Protrusion at the cell front together with retraction at the cell rear. A single ventral SF could be connected or fused from dorsal SFs and arc SFs in the intermediate region of the cell (green line). (c) End of retraction at the cell rear. The upper single ventral SF is the SF formed in (b), whereas the lower 2 ventral SFs are those in the rear region in (b), which could become a single ventral SF subsequently (dotted arrow). (d) End of the cyclic process of cell migration. Possible protrusion site of the cell is shown by the red winding lines, which is perpendicular to that in the initial direction of protrusion. This means that the cell could change its polarity, resulting in cell turning behavior.](BMRI2016-5749749.009){#fig9}
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